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Magnetic nanostructures of nickel embedded in gold were successfully fabricated by electrochemical
deposition in porous alumina templates. Structural characterization of the samples confirmed the
formation of pure phase, crystalline multi-segmented AueNieAu nanowires. Magnetic characterization
of the wires reveals that ferromagnetism arises as a result of Ni embedded in Au segments. An interesting
behavior of coercivity was observed that showed a rapid decrease of coercivity for smaller Ni segments
while a monotonic decrease was found for the larger segments. Finally, the saturation magnetization of
the wires exhibited a slower increase for smaller Ni segments while a sharp increase was observed for
larger Ni segments.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recently multi-segment nanowires (NWs) are the subject of
immense interest because of their novel physical and chemical
properties that are different from their bulk counter parts. Various
properties of materials at the nano-scale can be tailored by suitable
choice and length of one (e.g. ferromagnetic) material embedded in
other (e.g. nonmagnetic) material. Such materials have the inter-
esting spin dependent electrical properties that can be used as the
spintronics device. While in computer industry these NWs can be
used for magnetic storage devices and transistor applications
where the length and diameter of the wires is controlled carefully
by controlling the deposition of charges during the fabrication
process. In the recent years, Ni has attracted much attention due to
its potential applications as ultra high density magnetic recording
media. While growing these NWs in porous alumina (AAO)
templates, among others e.g. polycarbonate etc. AAO is more
convenient to use as the hosting material for growing of NWs
because it has high pore density and relatively smaller size distri-
bution compared to other templates. Magnetic NWs of Ni grown in
porous alumina have uniaxial anisotropy with direction of easy axis
of magnetization lying along the wire-long axis that arises as
a result of the shape anisotropy in cylindrical NWs [1]. The
advantage of this method over the others is because of its relatively
All rights reserved.
less time consumption and cheaper as compare to other fabrication
methods. Moreover, this process can easily be carried out at the
atmospheric conditions with varying segment length that can be
fabricated by varying the reduction potentials during the growth of
the wires. It is noticeable, in this process the interface between
different segments can be controlled by changing the shape of the
electrical pulse responsible for ions reduction in the solution.

In embedded NWs the analysis in multilayer system leads to
several interesting phenomenon that are very important from their
application point of view. In these wires, a well defined hard and
easy axis of magnetization exists due to their strong shape
anisotropy, especially in cylindrical NWs that plays a crucial role in
determining various magnetic properties in such systems.
Competition between the shape and magnetocrystalline anisot-
ropies can be tailored to study magnetic properties in these wires.
The most significant properties of embedded NWs, namely
magnetic saturation, coercivity (Hc), magnetization and loss etc.
change drastically as the diameter or length of ferromagnetic(FM)
segment is reduced to the nanometric range [2e4]. From the
application point of view, the magnetic character of NWs depends
crucially on diameter, shape, purity and magnetic stability of these
wires. These should be single domain, of pure phase, suitable
coercivity, moderate magnetization and stable blocking tempera-
tures. In recording applications, the superparamagnetic blocking
temperature of the wires should be well above the room temper-
ature in order to have a stable data recorded in thesematerials used
in magnetic storage applications while in biomedical applications
relatively lower blocking temperature is required [5]. There is
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Fig. 1. Field emission SEM image of NW’s with (a) 681 nm nickel segment, (b) 475.5 nm Ni segment, and (c) 198.4 nm long Ni segment respectively.
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a considerable interest in the magnetism and its related
phenomena at the nano-scaled embedded NWs that arise due to
many competing interactions that are difficult to differentiate in
these wires. These include surface effects, finite size effects, and the
inter-wire interactions. It is now well-established that in small
diameter wires, on nano-scale, the surface spins play a dominant
role regarding their magnetic properties. These spins cause for
example, reduction of saturation magnetization (Ms) with
decreasing sizes and the enhancement of Hc in these nano-scale
materials. It has been shown earlier [6,7] that in nanomaterials,
due to the broken symmetries and exchange bonds at the surface,
these spins do not follow the core anisotropy direction and become
disordered or canted leading to even high anisotropy compared to
the core of the materials. Such nanomaterials are generally termed
as the core-shell materials, where the core-spins behave like FM
and the shell is composed of disordered or canted spins that
behaves magnetically different form their core counter parts.

In the present work, AueNieAu NWs were synthesized by
electrochemical deposition technique that will be used later for
their practical applications as spintronics and chemical sensors. The
as-fabricated NWs were characterized by the field emission scan-
ning electron microscope (FESEM), high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Magnetic properties were
measured using a superconducting quantum interference device
magnetometer. Effects of Ni segment length on various magnetic
properties like Hc and Ms have been studied in detail and the
results have been explained in light of the recent results and
models for similar NWs.
2. Experimental procedure

Alumina templates with pore diameter of w400 nm and thick-
ness of w13 mmwere used for deposition of the wires. Prior to the
deposition a thin layer of silver was thermally evaporated on one
side of the template to make it conductive for the working
Fig. 2. TEM image of NW’s with (a) Ni segment embedded between gold segments. (b) The
figure indicates the growth direction of the wires, and (c) selected area electron diffraction
electrode. Platinum wire and Ag/AgCl served as the counter and
reference electrodes respectively. DC cell was used with three-
electrode configuration. A constant potential of �0.95 V was
applied between the working and reference electrode. For the
uniformity of cathode surface, a thin sacrificial Ag layer (w2 mm)
was grown on one side of alumina template by electrochemical
deposition [8]. The length of gold and nickel segments was adjusted
by controlling the quantity of deposited charge through the depo-
sition process [9]. To liberate the NWs from the templates Ag layer
was etched in concentrated nitric acid forw5 min before liberating
the wires from the templates. For structure analysis the wires were
liberated by dissolving the templates in 3 molar sodium hydroxide
solution for about 40min. Thewires were separated by centrifuging
and then cleaning with de-ionized water. To get the pure NWs and
avoid any impurity the cleaning process was repeated for 4e5
times and then the wires were dried out on the Si/SiO2 substrate.
For FESEM, TEM and XRD analyses the wires were liberated from
the templates by dissolving AAO template in NaOH solution while
for magnetic measurements the wires were left embedded in the
templates.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the FESEM images of the as-prepared embedded
NWs. High magnification FESEM image of AueNieAu NWs with
average diameter of w400 nm and various Ni segment lengths as
shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the high resolution FESEM image
with Ni segment of w681 nm while Fig. 1(b) shows the three
segments with Ni embedded between the two Au segments. In this
case the length of Ni is w475 nmwith wire diameter of w400 nm.
In Fig. 1(c) a smaller segment of Ni is embedded between the gold
indicating about 198 nm length of Ni. In FESEM images it is seen
that the prepared NWs are cylindrical in shape with uniform cross-
section over their whole lengths and wires exhibit homogenous
contours. Due to the good quality of the AAO used in this work, the
diameter distribution within a given sample was very narrow.
HRTEM image shows the estimated lattice spacing of w0.204 nm, while arrow in the
of a segment of a wire.



Fig. 3. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of the wires. (b) EDS results indicating the quan-
titative presence of various metals in the wires.

Fig. 4. M (H) loops of ferromagnetic nickel present in gold. The loops were taken at 300 K for
embedded between gold segments, (b) indicates segment with length of 218 nm. (c) Indica
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Scatter in diameters of the wires was less than 5% of their mean
values. The characteristics of the membranes employed are
extremely important for fabrication of the wires. The shape of the
pores in commercially available membranes is reported to be
toothpick- or cigar-like [10,11]. The origin of such shapes is ascribed
to the presence of surfactants in the etching solution [12]. Thewires
prepared in the commercial membranes are reported to be up to
a factor 2.5 wider in the central part than at the ends in case of
polycarbonate membranes [10] however, in case of AAO templates
this distribution is relatively lower as the alumina templates are
brittle as compared to PC templates.

Fig. 2 represents the TEM images of embedded Ni NWs that
were liberated from the templates by dissolving it in 3 molar
sodium hydroxide solution. TEM image shown in Fig. 2(a) repre-
sentsw80 nm Ni segment embedded between gold segments with
wire diameter of w400 nm. The lattice parameter estimated from
HRTEM was found to be w0.204 nm that corresponds to fcc
structured Ni. This was further investigated by XRD analysis and
confirmed for metallic fcc Ni. Fig. 2(c) shows the selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) image of a segment in the wire that
indicates the completely single crystalline nature of the fabricated
NWs. The arrow shown in Fig. 2(b) pointing the growth direction of
the wires. Fig. 3(a) shows the XRD pattern of the wires with Ka as
the x-ray source. XRD analysis of the wires after liberating from
AAO templates shows the (111) reflections at 44.5� that corre-
sponds to fcc Ni while other peaks at 38.2�, 64.6�, and 77.6� rep-
resenting the fcc Au. No other peaks were found in the XRD
confirming that the embedded NWs are composed of purely crys-
talline Ni and Au metals. The quantitative presence of various
metals in the prepared NWs performed by EDX shown in Fig. 3(b)
reveals that the prepared NWs are composed of mainly Ni and Au
with a prominent peak of silicon that appears from the substrate
material used for the dispersion of the wires. Thus both results of
XRD and EDX confirm that our samples are composed of Ni and Au
without any impurities.

For magnetic characterization the magnetic hysteresis M (H)
loops were taken at 300 K under an applied field of 10 kOe. Fig. 4
shows the M (H) loops for different segment lengths (l ¼ 26, 163,
218, 640 nm) of FM Ni embedded between Au. It is clear in the data
different segment lengths. In the figure (a) indicates the NWs with Ni segment 640 nm
tes the segment length 185 nm, while (d) indicates 26 nm long Ni segment.



Fig. 5. (a) Coercivity as a function of Ni segment length with same diameter of
w400 nm of the NWs embedded in AAO. (b) Variation of Ms with segmented length
for the samples. For smaller Ni segments the values of magnetization was negligibly
smaller therefore, not included in the graph.
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that the prepared NWs show FM behavior because of Ni portion
that is FM in nature. Fig. 5(a) shows the HC as a function of Ni
segment length. In the figure, it is seen that HC increases mono-
tonically with decreasing Ni segment from 680 nm down to
w160 nm, however, below this value (¼w160 nm) of Ni segment
length the increase in HC becomes very fast. From Fig. 5(b), it is seen
that Ms is quite high for large Ni segments (l ¼ w680 nm), falls
rapidly below this value and then attains a slower and monotonic
decrease in the range (26e600 nm). The initial increase in HC for
smaller Ni segments in the range 26e160 nm assigned to the
departure from the single crystalline NWs to multicrystalline NWs.
This occurs in smaller Ni segments when the single crystalline Ni
behaves like magnetically single domain and the HC increases
within the premises of Stoner Wohlfarth model for FM materials,
while the value of Hc is expected to be smaller for large Ni segments
because the Ni becomes multicrystalline and hence the multido-
main in this region. This results in the degradation of Hc values for
large Ni segments. It has been observed that the effective anisot-
ropy constant in case of nanoparticles increases with decreasing
sizes according to phenomenological expression (Keff ¼ KV þ (6/d)
KS) for the effective anisotropy of spherical nanoparticles. Several
other works including simulation and experimental have also
supported this expression [13]. If we assume similar behavior in our
embedded NWs i.e. an increase in the effective anisotropy constant
with reducing Ni segment (from 680 nm down to 26 nm), this
would tend to increase the HC of the wires within the Stoner
Wohlfarth picture (HC ¼ 2K/MS) consistent with the behavior of HC

for smaller segments as shown in Fig. 5(a). For very smaller
segments (below w160 nm) the increase in value of Ks becomes
very high due to the increasing surface effects for smaller segments,
that resultantly increases the value of effective anisotropy constant
according to the above relation thereby increasing the HC for
smaller Ni segments.

In case of Ms that decreases by decreasing length of Ni as shown
in Fig. 5(b), is clear that for large Ni segments the larger content of
FM material embedded in Au causes an increased net magnetiza-
tion of thewires. As the length of Ni segment decreases, the content
of FM Ni decreases that results in smaller Ms of the wires. In
Fig. 5(b) it is seen that the fall in Ms is high in the beginning while
this decrease in Ms becomes slower for the sizes below w600 nm.
This can be interpreted that for larger segments, above 600 nm, the
smaller decrease in length causes a larger decrease in FM Ni that
causes a substantial reduction in Ms of NWs.

4. Conclusion

Controlled one-dimensional Ni nanostructures embedded in Au
have been successfully fabricated by electrochemical deposition in
AAO templates. Structural characterization of the samples
confirmed the formation of pure phase single crystalline
AueNieAu NWs. Very high coercivity of the wires has been found
for smaller Ni segments that have been attributed to the single
domain nature of the wires according to the Stoner Wohlfarth
model for ferromagnetic materials. Finally, the high magnetization
for larger Ni lengths embedded in gold has been attributed to the
larger content of ferromagnetic Ni present in gold that resulted in
larger MS values in the prepared nanowires.
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